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SOME WEAKLY INNER AUTOMORPHISMS
OF THE CUNTZ ALGEBRAS

SZE-KAI TSUI

(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. Let V be an n x n unitary matrix. Then V induces an automor-

phism Oy of Ooo and 0„ . It is shown in this paper that Oy is weakly inner.

Let F„ be the UHF C -subalgebra of On and U be a unitary operator in the

diagonal maximal abelian '-subalgebra of F„ . Then the automorphism Xy of

On defined by A[/(S,) = U*S, , for each generator 5, of 0„ , is weakly in-

ner. Any automorphism conjugate to either one mentioned above is also weakly

inner.

1. Introduction

In 1977, J. Cuntz studied a class of separable simple infinite C*-algebras [3],

which are denoted by 0„ 's for n = 2, 3, ... . 0„ is also a crossed product of a

UHF-subalgebra Fn (of 0„) by a single endomorphism of Fn , scaling the trace

of Fn . Since 1977 there has been a good amount of work on various properties

of On . In this paper we concentrate on some automorphisms of 0„ and O«,

(see the definition in Section 2). Earlier works exhibited some outer automor-

phisms [1], [2], [6], [7]. A theorem proved by Kishimoto [10] in answering a

longstanding question raised in [ 11 ] by C. Lance states that an automorphism

of a separable simple unital C* -algebra is inner if and only if it is universally

weakly inner (see the definition in Section 2). Here we try to determine which

outer automorphisms are weakly inner (see the definition in Section 2) and suc-
ceed in describing a large class of weakly inner automorphisms, containing outer

automorphisms studied in [2], [6], [7]. The notion of weak innerness can first

be found in [9]. The results are contained in Sections 3 and 4.

2. Notation and some lemmas

Let H be an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. For n = 2,3,..., let

{Sx, ... , S„} be n isometries on H such that

(2.1) ¿5,5; = /.

_ i=i
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Let On be the C*-algebra generated by Sx,... ,S„. For n = oo let {5,}?=1

be a sequence of isometries on H such that

k

(2.2) ^5,5; </    for k= 1,2,....
i=i

Let Ooo be the C*-algebra generated by {£,}£!. . It turns out that the definition

of On for n = 1, 2, ... , oo is space free and depends only on a set of isometries

satisfying (2.1) or (2.2) (see 1.12 in [3]). These algebras are contained in every
simple C*-algebra which contains an infinite projection [4]. Following the no-

tation by Cuntz in [3], for k = 0, 1, ... we let Wkn be the set of all k-tuples

l/i,..., Jk) with ji £ {I,..., n}, for i = 1, ... , n , and W = IXo Wk
with W0" = {0} . We write S0 = 1, and for p = (jx,..., jk) € W¿" we set

Sfi = Sjr--Sjk and l(p) = k.
For a finite positive integer zz > 2, On has a C*-subalgebra, F„ , the closed

linear span of terms of the form SßS* with l(p) = l(u), which is a UHF-algebra

of type n°° . Consider
oo

Fn= [J&k,
k=l

where
k

Ak = <g>Mn,
i=i

and zz, = zz for i = 1 , . . . , zc , and Af„ is the algebra of zz x zz  (complex)

matrices. Let L\ be the subalgebra of all diagonal matrices of Ak and

oc

D=\jDk.
k=l

D is a maximal abelian subalgebra in both F„ and 0„, and Z) is also the

closed linear span of terms of the form SßS* for p £ Wk" , for k = 0, 1, ... .

Let P be the conditional expectation of On onto D. In the following definition

we write 5 for Sx and S~x for S¡. Let

{-1 n oo "j

£ SM, + ¿o + £ 45' A,:£ (J A, I.
¡ = -K 1=1 fc=l J

It is easy to see that A is a norm-dense *-algebra of 0„ . Let a be any endo-

morphism of 0„ such that a(l) = 1. Then there is a unitary element ZQ £ 0„

such that a(S¡) = Z*S¡ (i = 1, 2, ... , n). In fact, Z* = Yü=i a(St)S*. On
the other hand, every unitary element (7 e 0„ determines a unique isomet-

ric endomorphism Xv of On such that Xv(Si) = (7*5, (i = 1, ... , zz) and
Ary(l) = 1. This was first observed by M. Takesaki and communicated to J.
Cuntz. From Proposition 1.1 in [5] we know that ZQ satisfies a cocycle identity,

A is a twisted representation, and Xu is an automorphism if and only if there

is a unitary V £ On such that XV(V) = U*. Let O denote the endomorphism

of On defined by <P(x) = T,"=iSixS*. Let V = (Vy) be a unitary operator
on C„ , the «-dimensional complex Hilbert space. Then it is easy to check that

{Ti = Y!k=i vkiSk ;i=l,2, ... ,n} generate the same C*-algebra On and V
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induces on On an automorphism Oy by Oy(S¡) — T¡■, for z = 1, 2, ... , zz.

In 1979, Archbold studied the case zz = 2 and V = (°¿) and found Oy is
outer yet weakly inner [1]. An automorphism ß of a C*-algebra A is said to

be universally weakly inner if /?** on A** is inner, and ß is said to be weakly

inner if there exists a faithful representation n of A such that, in identify-

ing A and n(A), ß extends to an inner automorphism on the weak-operator
-W

closure n(A) . Subsequently it was shown in [6], [7] that Oy is outer for all

unitary V in C" for zz = 2, 3, ... , oo. In 1981, Kishimoto [10] resolved a

longstanding question with an affirmative answer, that is, an automorphism on

a separable simple unital C* -algebras is inner if and only if it is universally

weakly inner. Thus the remaining question for Oy for zz = 3, ... , oo and

unitary V is whether Oy 's are weakly inner. One consequence of the results
in this paper is that Oy 's are all weakly inner.

First we show a lemma which will lead us to a desired representation, n, of

On in which a given automorphism has an inner extension to the weak-operator

closure of n(On).

2.3. Lemma. Let A be a simple C*-algebra and ß be an automorphism of A.

Suppose that tp is a ß-invariant state of A, i.e., (<p o ß)(x) = <p(x) for all x

in A. Then ß, the automorphism of the image nv(A) of A under the GNS

representation nv induced by tp, can be extended to an automorphism ß on

the weak-operator closure of n9(A). Furthermore ß is spatial.

Proof. Let Hf be the GNS representation space of nf and / be the cyclic
vector of n9(A) with <p(x) - (n9(x)f, f) for all x in A. The operator U

defined on Hv by U(nv(x)f) = n9(ß(x))f(x £ A) is a unitary operator. Let

ß(x) = UxU* for x £ n9(A)   . It is easy to see that AU,(^) = ß •   Q.E.D.

2.4. Remark. Let a, /? be two automorphism of a simple C*-algebra A. If

a pure state tp is /?-invariant, then tpoa is a-1/?a-invariant and pure. It is
now clear that to establish weak innerness of a given automorphism ß of A

it is enough to find a pure state tp and an automorphism a such that tp is
a"x /?a-invariant.

3. Some weakly inner automorphisms on 0„ , zz : finite

Let us first observe that 0(Afc) ç A¡t+1 for all k = 1, 2, ... , and <b(x)S¡ -
S¡x for all x in 0„ , i = I, ... , n .

3.1. Lemma. Let U be a unitary operator in D and U = limi^^ U¡, U¡ £

D¡ ~ ®(=1 Di, where D¡ is the diagonal subalgebra of Mni. Then
(a)

XuW =Ad(U*Q>(U*)---<S>k-x(U*)),

(b)

Xv(x) = lim Ad(UÍ<&(U¡)---<S>k-x(U¡))(x) = lim Xv¡(x) for x £ A*.
/—>oo I—»oo

Proof, (b) follows obviously from (a).

We prove (a) by induction of k. Because of Xv(x) = U*xU for x in At,
it is obvious that (a) holds for k = 1 . Suppose that (a) holds for k - 1 . We

show (a) holds for k . Let an arbitrary element in A¿ be the form x<8>y, where
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x is in Ak_{ and y is an zz x n matrix, i.e., y = (ßjj). Note that

n

x®y=y£j ßijSixS)
¿.7=1

and

Xv(x®y) = £ ßijU*SiXu(x)S*U
1,7=1

Y, ßuU*SiAd(U*^(U*)---^lc-2(U*))(x)S*U
'-7=1

n

= U*\ S ßijSi(U*<S>(U*)---Q>k-2(U*))x(<t>k-2(U)---<b(U)U)S* ¡ u

= U*\ ¿ ßij®(U*®(U*)---<bk-2(U*))SixS*Q>(<i>k-2(U)---®(U)\U

(for <P(x)5, = S,x)
n

= Y, ßlJAd(U*®(U*)---<S>k-\U*))(SixS*)
1,7=1

= Ad(u*<t>(u*)---<ï>k-l(u*)) ( ¿ jM«-*5; ).

Let x be in Ak and x = (a¡j), i, j = I,..., n
Then

■an      0     •••        0

P(x)
0        Q22

L   0 0

0
= diag(x).

3.2. Proposition. Let 6 = Xv for some unitary operator U in D. Then PoQ =

P.

Proof. Let A be in A* and F be a unitary operator in Dk . We observe that

(1) ¿v(A)e\J%x&j-

(2) For / > 0, Xy((S*x)'A) = (S*XV)'XV(A) £ A = [J~, Ay, due to Lemma

3.1.
For x £ A with

-1 N oo

-zv 7=1

and

U = lim £//,        t// G Z),,
/—»oo
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we have

PoXu(x)= Urn P o (Xufx))
l—»oo

= Urn P o (Xu,(A0))
I—>oo

= lim diag^(L/;<D(r7/*)---í>/c-1([/;))(^o).
I—»oo

Since U*^(U*), ... , &k~x(Uf) is a diagonal matrix in At for some large t >

k, realizing Aq £ A, we see that the diagonal entries in A0 are fixed under

Ad(U¡<$>(U¡),..., 0¿-'(f/;)). Hence

P o Xu(x) = lim diag(^o) = P(x).
I—»oo

Since A is norm-dense in On, we have P o Xu = P.   Q.E.D.

3.3. Theorem. Xu, for some unitary operator U in D, is weakly inner on On.

Proof. Let A denote the pure-state space of D. Thus, A consists of all infinite

sequences, w = (jx, h,...), with j¡ £ {1,2, ... , n} for z = 1, 2, ... . For
any w £ A, we note that the state on On defined by w o P is ¿[/-invariant

for any unitary operator U £ D, for (w o P) o Xu = w o (P o Xu) = w o P by

Proposition 3.2. Hence, it suffices to show w oP is a pure state on On for some

w £ A to establish that Xu is weakly inner on 0„ by Remark 2.4. For the rest

of the proof, we let w = (jx, h > • • • ) be a fixed element in A and <p - w o P.

We show that <f> is pure.
Let the GNS representation triple induced by <p be denoted by {n, K, ¿;} .

We denote (;', ,j2,...,jk) by pk for k = 0, 1, ... .   For v £ Wk", v =

(ix,..., ik), and n e Wf, tj = (z'i,..., i¡) with / < k , we let (z/+1.z'fc)
be denoted by v\n . We observe that the following two equivalence classes are

the same: [SVS*Ç], [SnS^Ç] if u\r¡ = p¡\pk or z/\z/ = pk\p¡, and hence it is

denoted by (u, I). We also note that the following family of vectors in K is

orthonormal, {(v, /)}, for (7i(SVl)n(S;,K, ntf^WJi) = ¿(S^S^S;,) =
<V, ,i),(n,k) » for any ^,, u2 £ W. Since ||zt(^S*)¿:|| = 0 for any n, v £ W

with u jí pk, k = 0, I, ... , it follows that the orthonormal family mentioned

above is actually an orthonormal basis for K. For any operator T £ K, we

denote T by [T,,^], where Tvl>ffk = (Tn^S^Ç, 7r(5,5^)í). Let T be an

arbitrary operator in n(0„)', and we may assume that T(Ç) = 7t(x)(Ç) for some

x £ On. Then TvlM = (Tn^S*^, {) = 0(5„,S*,x) = u^S;,/>(*)) =

w(S/llS*l)w(P(x)) = w(P(x)) = (TÇ, Ç), denoted by T0i0 • Finally, we show

(T*T)u¡t„k = 0 for all T £ n(0„)', when (u, I) ^ (n, k). Here we may assume

that T(t) = n(x)(Ç) for some x £ On . In fact, (T*T)V, „k = (ä(5„5* )ji(x)í ,

n(SnS;k)n(x)Z) = 0(x*^5*S,5*,x) = 0, when (v,l)¿(n,k). Then, T*T
is a scalar multiple of the identity operator for all T £ n(0„)', and n(0„)'

consists of scalars of the identity operator. Therefore, 7t is irreducible, and <f>

is pure.   Q.E.D.

3.4. Remark. A different proof for some of the above <f> 's that are pure can

be seen in [12] (see Proposition 3.3 in [12]). A stronger result of pure-state

extension of w is also stated in [5] (see Proposition 3.1 in [5]). However, there

is no proof provided for Proposition 3.1 in [5].
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3.5. Corollary. Let V be a unitary operator on C" . Then Oy is weakly inner.

Proof. If V is diagonal, then Oy = Xy and Oy is weakly inner by Theorem

3.3, for V £ D and q> o P is a Oy -invariant pure state for any pure state tp

on D. In general, there is a unitary operator W on C" such that WVW* is

diagonal. After Remark 2.4 and an observation that Owvw = OwOyOw =

OwOy(OwYx is weakly inner with an Owvw -invariant pure state, </>, as in

Theorem 3.3, we see that Oy , having an Oy -invariant pure state, 4> o cV , is
weakly inner.   Q.E.D.

3.6. Remark. It follows from Remark 2.4 that any automorphism of 0„ con-

jugate to Xu in Theorem 3.3 is weakly inner. A result similar to Corollary 3.5

can also be found in [1], in which the approach is quite different.

4. FOCK REPRESENTATION OF  Oœ

For any unitary operator V on C" , n = 2, 3, 4, ... , we can define an

*-automorphism Oy on Ox by Oy(S¡) = Ylk=x ̂Ä , i = 1, 2, ... , n . Like-
wise, any permutation V (may be infinite) of {2,3,4,...} induces an *-

automorphism Oy in the obvious way by permuting the generators according

to V. In this section we show that the Ov of Ox> mentioned above is weakly

inner. Let H be an infinite-dimensional separable Hilbert space. Consider the

FOCK space, F(H), which is defined to be 0^o[®r/f ] » where & H is the

Hilbert space tensor product of r copies of H and ® H is a one-dimensional

Hilbert space C spanned by a unit vector Q, the vacuum. Define a linear map

0F:H^B(F(H)) by

0F(f)(fx®f2®---®fr) = f®fx®---®fr,
0F(f)(Ci) = f

Let {hx, h2, ...} be an orthonormal basis of H and Po be the orthogonal

projection of H onto 0° H. Then we have

0F(fTOF(g) = (g,f)I    forallf,g£H,
OO

(4.1) $>HA.-)iV(A.-r + ¿fr = /
i=i

where the infinite sum is taken in the strong-operator topology.

Comparing (4.1) with (2.2) we conclude that 0F induces a faithful represen-

tation n of Ooo by 7t(Si) = 0F(h¡), i = 1,2,... , which is called the FOCK
representation of Ooo •

4.2. Lemma. (1) {Q} U {/z,|z = 1, 2, ...} U {«, <8>/z7|z, ; = 1, 2, ... , } U •••
form an orthonormal basis for F(H).

(2) P0£7t(Ooo)".

(3) For any element x in the above orthonormal basis there exists a rank-one

partial isometry Tx in 7r(Ooo)" such that Tx maps 0° H onto the subspace

spanned by x.

Proof. ( 1 ) is obvious.
(2) follows from the second condition in (4.1).

(3) Suppose x = /z,, ® /z,-2 ® • • • ® h¡k ; then

Tx = 0F(hh )0F(hi2) ■ ■ ■ OF(hik)P0.     Q.E.D.
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4.3. Lemma.  (1)  71(0^)" = B(F(H)).
(2) The vector state of n(Ooo), ^n(^) = (Ad, Q), is ß-invariant for ß =

Oy where V is a unitary operator in C" for some n or a permutation of

{1,2,3,...}.
Proof. (1) follows from (3) in Lemma 4.2, for zt(Ooo)' = {scalars«/}.

(2) Any word consisting of n(S¡), n(S¡)*, i = 1,2,... , can be reduced to

ai for some scalar a or n(Sjt) • • • 7i(Sjl)n(Si¡)* • • • n(Sim)* with / > 1 or m >

1. The null space, N, of the bounded linear functional wçi is a closed subspace
spanned by words in their reduced form n(Sj{ )■■■ n(Sjl)n(Sii )* ■■■ n(Sim)* with

/ > 1 or m > 1. It is easy to see that N is invariant under ß described
in (2) of Lemma 4.3. Thus uzq and Wei ° ß have the same null space and

wçi(I) = wçi° ß(I) - 1. Hence wcx = Wcio ß .   Q.E.D.

4.4. Theorem. Every automorphism Oy of 0^, with V being a unitary oper-

ator on C" for some n or a permutation of {1, 2, 3, ...}, is weakly inner.

Proof. From (1), (2) of Lemma 4.3 we see that n is an irreducible represen-

tation of Ooo and wqo n is an Or-invariant pure state of Ox. ■  Hence by

Remark 2.4, Theorem 4.4 is proved.   Q.E.D.

4.5. Concluding remark. The similar construction of FOCK representation for

On, n: finite, does not yield the same result. The FOCK representation for

Ooo can also be found in [8]. A result like Theorem 4.4 is also recorded in [1]

with a different proof. It also follows from Remark 2.4 that any automorphism

of Ooo conjugate to Oy in Theorem 4.4 is weakly inner.
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